AFFIDAVIT
Before me, a Notary Public in and for said County and State, personally appeared the
applicant, ____________________________, and being by me first duly sworn, deposes and
says under oath as follows:
I was registered as an architect by the State of Alabama Board for Registration of
Architects (“Board”), but my registration lapsed due to non-renewal.
I understand that it is a violation of §§34-2-32b. and c. and 34-2-35d. of the Code of
Alabama 1975 for me to perform services within the scope of the practice of architecture while
my registration is lapsed. I further understand that the practice of architecture is defined as
follows:
(2) PRACTICE OF ARCHITECTURE. When an individual holds himself out as able to
render or when he does render any service by consultations, investigations, evaluations,
preliminary studies, plans, specifications, contract documents and a coordination of all
factors concerning the design and observation of construction of buildings or any other
service in connection with the design, observation or construction of buildings located
within the boundaries of the state, regardless of whether such services are performed in
connection with one or all of these duties, or whether they are performed in person or as
the directing head of an office or organization performing them.
(3) PRACTICE ARCHITECTURE or PRACTICING ARCHITECTURE. Performing or
doing, or offering or attempting to do or perform any service, work, act or thing within
the scope of the "practice of architecture." An individual shall be construed to hold
himself out as practicing architecture when, by verbal claim, sign, advertisement,
letterhead, card or any other way, he represents himself to be an architect with or without
qualifying adjective, or when he implies that he is an architect through the use of some
other title. (§34-2-30, Ala. Code 1975).
I hereby attest that at no time after my registration lapsed have I practiced architecture as
defined by §34-2-30 of the Code of Alabama 1975.

Under penalty of law, I attest to the truth of the statements made herein and understand
that any misrepresentations will subject me to disciplinary action by the Board including but not
limited to revocation of my registration in accordance with §34-2-34(3) a. and d. of the Code of
Alabama 1975 and Rule 3.4 of the Board’s Code for Professional Conduct.

____________________________________
Applicant

SWORN TO AND SUBSCRIBED BEFORE ME on this _______ day of
____________________________________.
(SEAL)

____________________________________
Notary Public
My commission expires: ________________

